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Most accounts of Marx and Engels’s lives
ignore Carl Schorlemmer’s influence on their
studies of the natural sciences. It is time to acknowledge his
rightful place in the socialist tradition.
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Carl Schorlemmer, 1834-1892
“One basis for life and another for science is, a priori, a lie.”—Karl Marx
by Ian Angus
In the closing decades of the twentieth century, a peculiar idea took hold in parts of academia. It contended that far
from being the closest of comrades and collaborators, who worked in harmony for forty years, Karl Marx and
Frederick Engels in fact disagreed with each other on fundamental questions of theory and practice.
Their supposed disagreements concerned nature and the natural sciences. For example, Paul Thomas contrasts
“Engels’s well-known interest in the natural science” with “Marx’s lack of concern,” suggesting that “Marx and
Engels are separated by a conceptual chasm that should have resisted all attempts at papering it over.”[1] Terrence
Ball likewise argues that “the idea (later espoused by Engels) that nature exists independently of, and prior to, man’s
efforts to transform it is utterly foreign to Marx’s humanism.”[2] In Ball’s view, Engels’s distortions of Marxist
philosophy were directly responsible for “some of the more repressive features of Soviet practice.”[3] In a still more
extreme version, Terrell Carver and others insist that Marx was not a Marxist—that Marxism was a doctrine invented
by Engels, whose scientific materialism was contrary to Marx’s liberal humanism.
From a somewhat different perspective, Theodor Adorno, Alfred Schmidt, and others associated with the Frankfurt
School and Western Marxism have argued that historical materialism applies only to human society, so Engels’s
efforts to adapt it to the natural sciences in his unfinished work Dialectics of Nature were intellectual distortions that
went against the Marxist method.
Engels’s defenders have countered that Marx and Engels had a division of labor in which Engels studied science
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and Marx did not, but a growing body of research shows that this response gives too much ground to the anti-Engels
argument. As Kohei Saito writes, the division of labor is an illusion: “Though Engels is better known for his writings
on natural science…Marx was an equally keen student of many of the same subjects.”[4]
New studies of Marx’s long-unavailable notebooks, now being published in the massive Marx-EngelsGesamtausgabe (Marx-Engels Complete Works), decisively refute claims that Marx was uninterested in the natural
sciences or considered them irrelevant to his politics.
“Marx’s notebooks allow us to see clearly his interests and preoccupations before and after the publication of the
first volume of Capital in 1867, and the directions he might have taken through his intensive research into disciplines
such as biology, chemistry, geology, and mineralogy, much of which he was not able fully to integrate into Capital.
While the grand project of Capital would remain unfinished, in the final fifteen years of his life Marx filled an
enormous number of notebooks with fragments and excerpts. In fact, a third of his notebooks date to this period,
and almost one half of them deal with natural sciences. The intensity and scope of Marx’s scientific studies is
astonishing.”[5]
As more of this material becomes available for study, it may shed new light on the role of Carl Schorlemmer, a
working scientist whose important contributions to the development of scientific socialism have been unjustly
ignored. Most English-language accounts of Marx and Engels’s lives, if they mention Schorlemmer at all, refer to
him only as a friend, without acknowledging his influence on their studies of the natural sciences.[6] It is time to
restore this neglected figure to his rightful place in the Marxian—and Engelsian—tradition.
Chemist and Comrade
Carl Schorlemmer was born in 1834 in Darmstadt, in the Rhine-Main region of what is now Germany. The son of a
carpenter, he studied pharmacy at the Darmstadt technical college, and chemistry at the University of Giessen. In
1859, he was hired as an assistant to chemistry professor Henry Roscoe at Owens College in Manchester, where he
lived for the rest of his life.
Schorlemmer was one of the most respected and gifted chemists of his time. In his first decade in Manchester he
published more than two dozen scientific papers, many of them groundbreaking studies of hydrocarbon chemistry.
He was elected a Fellow of the Royal Society in 1871, and appointed to England’s first chair in organic chemistry, at
Owens College, in 1874. He served as vice-president of the chemical section of the British Academy in the 1880s,
and when he received an honorary doctorate from the University of Glasgow in 1888, the presenter described him
as “one of the greatest living writers and authorities on organic chemistry.”[7] After his death, Owens College spent
£4800—equivalent to more than $1 million today—to build and equip the Schorlemmer Memorial Laboratory, the first
facility in England devoted solely to organic chemistry.
And he was a communist.
Frederick Engels lived in Manchester from 1850 to 1870, working in a textile company that was half-owned by his
father. He hated the work, but living in the world’s first great industrial city gave him opportunities to learn first-hand
about the English and Irish working class, guided by his common-law wife Mary Burns, and about the development
of industrial capitalism. It was probably the latter study that led him to the Thatched House Tavern, where young
German scientists employed in the booming chemical industries around Manchester met periodically to discuss
science, business, and industry, and, inevitably in a group of expatriates, German politics. At one of those meetings,
probably in 1865, Engels met Carl Schorlemmer, whom he described to Marx as “one of the best fellows I have got
to know for a long time.”[8]
Schorlemmer quickly became Engels’s closest friend in Manchester, and was welcomed into Marx’s extended family
circle in London. His sense of humor prompted Marx to dub him Jollymeier, a nickname that stuck for the rest of his
life. He was a frequent visitor in the Marx and Engels family homes, and spent most of his summer vacations with
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them in London or at the seaside. He accompanied Engels on visits to the United States and Canada in 1888 and
Norway in 1890.
In his account of the funeral gathering at Marx’s graveside in 1883, Engels wrote, “the natural sciences were
represented by two celebrities of the first rank, the zoology Professor Ray Lankester and the chemistry Professor
Schorlemmer, both members of the Royal Society in London.”[9] In a letter to Eduard Bernstein, Engels described
Schorlemmer as “after Marx, undoubtedly the most eminent man in the European socialist party.”[10]
Marx, Engels, and Schorlemmer were thus more than friends—they shared a political commitment and social vision.
Engels later recalled that when they met, the chemist was already “a complete Communist,” and had been for some
years: “all he had to learn from us were the economic grounds for a conviction he had gained long ago.”[11] As part
of this teaching process, Engels shared with him the proofs of the first volume of Capital, before Marx’s masterpiece
was published.
Schorlemmer joined the International Workingmen’s Association (the First International), and the German Social
Democratic Party. When the police appeared to be opening Marx and Engels’s letters, he allowed his home address
to be used for their correspondence and parcels, and during trips to scientific conferences on the continent, he
helped strengthen links with socialists there. On one such visit in 1883, the police detained him and searched his
family’s home, because his presence at Marx’s funeral had been mentioned in the socialist press. He was
suspected of (and probably was, in fact) smuggling banned socialist literature into Germany.
But Schorlemmer’s most lasting contribution was in helping Marx and Engels to understand the latest developments
in the natural sciences. “A chemist has recently explained Tyndall’s experiment with light to me,” was Engels’s first
mention of his new friend to Marx.[12] Many more explanations of the latest developments in science would follow.
Unfortunately, their relationship is mostly undocumented. For the first five years of their friendship, Schorlemmer and
Engels both lived in Manchester, so there were no letters between them. After Engels moved to London in 1870,
“the greater part of our lively correspondence was concerned with the sciences and party affairs,” but none of those
exchanges have survived.[13] So we must depend on letters between Marx and Engels for a valuable, if incomplete,
picture of their long collaboration with the man who has been called the “red chemist.”[14]
Dialectics and Science
Marx’s research for Capital included careful study of Justus von Liebig’s work on agricultural chemistry, which he
described as “more important for this matter than all the economists put together.”[15] John Bellamy Foster has
shown that this research was central to the development of Marx’s concept of a “metabolic rift” between capitalist
society and nature.[16] Shortly after volume one of Capital was published in 1867, Marx asked Schorlemmer, whom
he had not yet met, for help in continuing those studies. Having “taken an extraordinary liking to Schorlemmer’s
compendium,” i.e., Schorlemmer’s German translation and revision of Roscoe’s Short Textbook on Chemistry, Marx
wrote to Engels:
“I would like to know from Schorlemmer what is the latest and best book (German) on agricultural chemistry.
Furthermore, what is the present state of the argument between the mineral-fertiliser people and the nitrogenfertiliser people? (Since I last looked into the subject, all sorts of new things have appeared in Germany.) Does he
know anything about the most recent Germans who have written against Liebig’s soil-exhaustion theory? Does he
know about the alluvion theory of the Munich agronomist Fraas (Professor at Munich University)? For the chapter on
ground rent I shall have to be aware of the latest state of the question at least to some extent. Since Schorlemmer is
an expert on this subject he must be able to give information.”[17]
No one could reasonably describe the author of that letter as exhibiting “lack of concern” about science!
That particular request for scientific information didn’t pay off—Schorlemmer’s response contained little that was
new to Marx—but it was a start.[18] Marx met Schorlemmer in 1868, when the latter visited London to present a
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paper on organic chemistry to the Royal Society, and thereafter addressed his queries directly. In 1870, for
example, he asked Schorlemmer’s opinion about an article in the newspaper La Marseillaise regarding the
possibility of making gun-cotton for military and mining purposes.[19]
Schorlemmer was not just a source of facts. Marx and Engels quickly learned that their friend’s interests and
expertise went well beyond his pioneering research on hydrocarbons. “Apart from this specialty of his…he also
devoted a great deal of attention to what is called theoretical chemistry, i.e. to the basic laws of this science, and the
way it fits in with related sciences, that is to say physics and physiology,” Engels wrote in a memorial tribute. “He
was particularly capable in this field. He was probably the only important scientist of his time who did not disdain
learning from Hegel.”[20]
We can see that side of him in May 1873, when Engels wrote to Marx, who was visiting Manchester, asking for
comment on some “dialectical points about the natural sciences” that had occurred to him.
“The object of science: matter in motion, bodies. Bodies cannot be separated from motion, their forms and kinds can
only be apprehended in motion; nothing can be said about bodies divorced from motion, divorced from all relation to
other bodies. Only in motion does the body reveal what it is. Hence natural science obtains knowledge about bodies
by examining them in their relationship to each other, in motion. Cognition of the various forms of motion is cognition
of bodies. The investigation of these various forms of motion is therefore the chief object of the natural sciences.
“(1) The simplest form of motion is change of place (within time, to do old Hegel a favour)—mechanical motion.
“(a) There is no such thing as the motion of a single body, but relatively speaking one can talk of a falling body in
such terms. Motion towards a centre common to many bodies. However, as soon as a single body moves in a
direction other than towards the centre, the laws of falling still apply, it is true, but they are modified
“(b) into the laws of trajectories and lead directly to the interaction of several bodies—planetary, etc., motion,
astronomy, equilibrium—temporarily or apparently to motion itself. The real result of this kind of motion, however, is
ultimately always the contact of the moving bodies; they fall into one another.
“(c) Mechanics of contact—bodies in contact. Ordinary mechanics, levers, inclined planes, etc. But this does not
exhaust the effects of contact. Contact is manifested directly in two forms: friction and impact. It is a characteristic of
both that, at certain degrees of intensity and under certain conditions, they give rise to new effects, no longer of a
merely mechanical nature: heat, light, electricity, magnetism.
“(2) Physics proper, the science of these forms of motion, establishes the fact, after investigating each form of
motion separately, that they merge into one another under certain conditions, and ultimately discovers that given a
certain degree of intensity, which varies for different moving bodies, they all produce effects that transcend physics;
changes in the internal structure of bodies—chemical effects.
“(3) Chemistry. In the case of the preceding forms of motion it was more or less immaterial whether the bodies under
investigation were animate or inanimate. In fact inanimate objects revealed the nature of the phenomena involved in
their greatest purity. Chemistry, on the other hand, can only discover the chemical nature of the most important
bodies by using substances deriving from the life process. Its principal task is increasingly that of producing these
substances synthetically. It forms the transition to the science of organisms, but the dialectical point of transition can
only be constructed when chemistry has effected the real transition or is on the point of doing so.
“(4) Organism—for the present I shall not indulge in any dialectical speculations on the subject.” [21]
Engels concluded that “since you are at the very centre of the natural sciences”—a jocular reference to the fact that
Marx was temporarily staying in the boarding house where Schorlemmer lived—he would be in the best position to
judge whether these thoughts made sense.
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These were indeed dialectical points. All matter is in constant motion. Under certain conditions, change in place or
time becomes qualitative change—mechanical energy transforms into heat, light, electricity, or magnetism. Physical
changes in turn produce chemical changes, and chemical changes give rise to living organisms. At each “dialectical
point of transition,” something entirely new emerges.
If, as some critics claim, Marx rejected the application of dialectics to non-human nature, Engels would likely have
expected and received sharp criticism—for Marx was never reluctant to argue. But Marx did not object, nor did he
assume that his own understanding of dialectics qualified him to judge Engels’s thoughts on natural science.
Instead, he replied that he had learned much from Engels’s letter (it “edified me greatly”) but would “venture no
judgment until I have had time to reflect on the matter and consult the ‘authorities.’”[22] The “authorities,” of course,
meant Carl Schorlemmer—on such matters, Marx deferred to a professional. His letter concludes: “Schorlemmer
read your letter and says that he is essentially in agreement with you but reserves his judgment on points of detail.”
He returned Engels’s letter with marginal notes added by the chemist. Beside point 1, on the investigation of matter
in motion being the chief object of the natural sciences, Schorlemmer wrote “Very good; my own view. C.S.” Beside
the discussion of mechanical motion: “Quite right.” Beside the paragraph on chemical change leading to life: “That’s
the point!” And beside Engels’s comment that he would not speculate on organisms for now, Schorlemmer lived up
to his Jollymeier nickname by scribbling “Nor shall I. C.S.”[23]
The three communists discussed these and related topics at length during their frequent visits to each other’s
homes. Engels’s “dialectical points,” in more developed and detailed form, are key themes of his two major projects
of the 1870s: the incomplete drafts and notes published long after his death as Dialectics of Nature, and the very
influential Herr Eugen Dühring’s Revolution in Science (better known as Anti-Dühring), written and published in
1876–78, which deals extensively with dialectics and natural science. Although Schorlemmer’s contributions to
those works were not acknowledged in the text—possibly out of concern that mention in a communist book might
harm his career or endanger his family in Germany—they were undoubtedly substantial.
Engels later wrote that he had read Anti-Dühring aloud to Marx before it was published, and that Marx agreed with
it. Critics who cite Anti-Dühring as an example of Marx and Engels’s disagreements have accused Engels of lying
about that. Paul Thomas, for example, calls it “a curious claim, since Marx was not incapacitated or bedridden at the
time it was written, and listening to a recitation of its ponderous contents would have taxed the patience of Job.”[24]
Bear in mind, however, that Anti-Dühring was written and published in installments over the course of two years,
and given what we know of their working relationship, it is likely that Engels and Marx—and Schorlemmer, when he
was in London—read and discussed the handwritten drafts together. The easiest way to do that would have been for
Engels to begin by reading aloud.
Note also that Marx himself contributed a chapter on economics in Anti-Dühring, and that in 1880 he wrote the
introduction to three chapters of the book that were published separately as Socialism: Utopian and Scientific. He
would scarcely have done either for a book he had not read, much less one with which he fundamentally disagreed.
This years-long intellectual exchange among Marx, Engels, and Schorlemmer was not one-way. Marx’s copy of
Schorlemmer’s Treatise on Chemistry includes a handwritten note from the author on the title page, acknowledging
“many corrections and some suggestions…by the hand of Karl Marx.”[25]
In 1885 Schorlemmer told a reporter from the journal Revue Scientific that “if chemists ever succeed in artificially
obtaining proteins, they will be in the form of living protoplasm,” and “the enigma of life can only be resolved by
protein synthesis.”[26] That concept was borrowed directly from Anti-Dühring. Engels commented that by
presenting that speculation as his own view, “Schorlemmer did a bold thing, for if it falls flat, the blame will be his,
whereas if it catches on, he will be the first to give me the credit.”[27]
Later, while preparing the second edition of his book The Rise and Development of Organic Chemistry,
Schorlemmer added a quotation from Anti-Dühring—giving Engels full credit—to explain how quantity changes to
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quality in the various hydrocarbons: “Each new member is brought into existence by the addition of CH2 to the
molecule of the preceding one, and this quantitative change in the molecule produces every time a qualitatively
different body.”[28]
After Schorlemmer’s death in 1892, Engels remarked that it would be difficult to find a biographer who could do
justice to his life. It would require someone “who is not only a chemist but also a Social Democrat, and not only a
Social Democrat but also a chemist and, what’s more, a chemist who has made a close study of the history of his
discipline since Liebig’s day.”[29] That, of course, was a description of Schorlemmer himself, a man whose unique
talents allowed him to work with Marx and Engels in developing a body of thought that integrated insights from the
social and natural sciences.
Bridging the Gulf
In a famous lecture at Cambridge University in 1959, the British novelist and scientist C. P. Snow decried the
division of the academic world into “two cultures,” with the natural sciences on one side and the humanities on the
other, separated by a “gulf of mutual incomprehension.”[30] While he questioned both sides, he was particularly
outraged by the attitude of arrogant dismissal that many specialists in the humanities displayed toward science and
scientists.
At the time Snow spoke, parts of the academic left in Western Europe and North America were also infected by a
version of “two cultures” virus, and the disease has spread and worsened since. When a prominent left-wing
academic calls ecology “the new opiate of the masses,” and another describes the Anthropocene as “the most
dangerous environmentalist concept of our times”—and neither appears to have read the relevant scientific literature
—then clearly we are dealing with anti-science prejudice, not reasoned analysis.[31]
Their relationship with Carl Schorlemmer shows that Karl Marx and Frederick Engels would have had no patience
with attempts to build political or philosophical walls between the social and natural sciences. As they wrote in 1846,
in the first fully developed account of historical materialism: “We know only a single science, the study of history. One
can look at history from two sides and divide it into the history of nature and the history of men. The two sides are,
however, inseparable; the history of nature and the history of men are dependent on each other so long as men
exist.”[32]
When Marx and Engels wrote those words, they were developing the philosophical basis for scientific socialism. A
defining principle of that philosophy was that thought isolated from practice is meaningless: “Man must prove the
truth, i.e. the reality and power, the this-worldliness of his thinking in practice.”[33] What they were really setting out
might therefore be best viewed as a set of hypotheses that required testing in the real world.
For the rest of their lives, Marx and Engels tested their ideas about how the world works and changes, through
active participation in workers’ movements and through intense study of history, economics, and, crucially, the
natural sciences. They did this not only to satisfy their intellectual curiosity, though both men had that in abundance,
but because they knew it was impossible to understand and combat capitalism without a thorough and rigorous
understanding of the material context within it had developed and could change in future. For them, and for Carl
Schorlemmer, the scientific study of nature was inseparable from the struggle for a better world.
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